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Agenda
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• Copyright
• Publishing

– Open Access
– Journal Hosting
– Open Educational 

Resources
– Research Metrics 

• Research Data 
Management 

Poll: 
Which Library 

services and tools 
are of most interest 

to you?

https://forms.gle/qzv6sfN3G444hgmi6
https://forms.gle/qzv6sfN3G444hgmi6
https://forms.gle/qzv6sfN3G444hgmi6
https://forms.gle/qzv6sfN3G444hgmi6


For Faculty section of the website 
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https://ontariotechu.ca/sites/library/for-faculty/index.php
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      Copyright

Image by Manfred Steger from Pixabay

https://pixabay.com/vectors/pixel-cells-pixel-school-enrollment-3702056/


Copyright Act

Copyright’s purpose is to encourage the creation 
and dissemination of new works by giving copyright 
owners the right to control certain uses of their work. 
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The Copyright Act protects artistic, dramatic, literary and musical 
works, as well as sound recordings, performances, and 
broadcast communication.

Much of the content you use every day is protected by copyright, 
including articles, plays, songs, art, photographs, computer code, 
and audiovisual material – and content that you find on the Internet.



The Copyright Act includes a number of exceptions through which a 
copyright-protected work may be used without requiring permission. 
For the purposes of the Ontario Tech, the primary exceptions are:

● Fair dealing exception
● Educational exceptions

Copyright Exceptions



The fair dealing exception allows the 
use of copyright-protected works for 
educational purposes, including research, 
private study, parody, satire, criticism, 
review or news reporting, without 
permission from the copyright owner and 
without payment.

Sources must be mentioned.

A single copy of a “short excerpt” from a 
copyright-protected work may be provided 
or communicated to each student enrolled 
in a class or course as a handout, or a 
posting to the LMS.

Fair Dealing Guidelines

Copying a portion of up to 10% of a 
work may be within fair dealing 
provided that in each case. More that 10 
percent may be fine under certain 
circumstances such as copying:

• Single chapter of a book
• Single article from a journal issue
• Audiovisual work
• Image from a work

Fair Dealing



• Scanning a chapter or 10% of a 
print book and posting it in 
Canvas

• Copying an image from an 
article and adding it to slides 
posted in Canvas

Examples

10% or 
chapter

Canvas



Reproducing a Work for Instruction, allows you to 
reproduce a work for education or training purposes 
on an institution’s premises.

Reproducing, Performing or Communicating a Work 
for Tests and Exams, allows you to reproduce or 
communicate a work for a test or exam.

Educational Exceptions

Instruction image by Creative Stall from the Noun Project
Tests or Exams image by Adrien Coquet from the Noun Project



Performances by or for Students, allows for the live 
performance in public of sound recordings, 
audiovisual works (video), and lawfully received TV 
(live or streamed television broadcasts), radio, or 
Internet content. 

Educational Exceptions

Performance image by Adrien Coquet from the Noun Project



Works available through the Internet

For educational purposes, you may copy, play in class, or distribute to 
students (within the classroom or Canvas), materials that you have found 
on the internet. Make sure that:

1. The material was posted legitimately
2. There is no visible notice prohibiting use 
3. There is no digital lock preventing access or copying
4. The source and author of the work are properly acknowledged

Educational Exceptions



• Copy a case study found on the internet 
to Canvas (no copyright statement 
forbidding use)

• Copy graphs from a report into your 
slides posted in Canvas

• Use screenshots in your slides posted 
in Canvas

Examples

Canvas



Best Practices for Reuse
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Lorem 3Lorem 1 Lorem 2 AdaptLink “Copy”Link

Almost always fine, 
but don’t link to 
something that is 
posted illegally

Copy Adapt

Use OERs if you 
want to remix/add 
your own content, 
and redistribute the 
adapted work

Copying can mean 
many kinds of reuse: 
saving, posting, 
scanning, etc.



You may be able to use licensed content such as 
library licensed resources, or an open licence 
such as Creative Commons. Such licences allow 
you to provide a copy of the work at no additional 
cost. 

You may be able to link to an online resource. 
Linking is not actually copying. Make sure the 
material was uploaded by the copyright owner or 
with the copyright owner’s permission. You don’t 
want to be linking to infringing material.

Do you need permission from the copyright owner to 
reuse resources for educational purposes?



Videos in the Classroom
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Videos can shown as long as:
● the work is a non-infringing copy that has been legally obtained
● the person responsible for the performance has no reasonable grounds to 

believe that it is an infringing copy
● a digital lock was not circumvented to access the film
● there isn’t a notice prohibiting educational use (video on demand services 

such as Netflix and iTunes do not allow works downloaded/rented to be 
screened outside of household/personal use)

Location of Screening: Must be held on Ontario Tech premises for educational or 
training purposes.
Audience: Must consist primarily of students or staff of the educational institution.
All screenings of cinematographic works must be not for profit.



Videos in the Online Environment
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Use the library’s streaming video content that is licensed for 
use for Ontario Tech students, faculty and staff. 

• Link to the video in Canvas
• Stream the video in a synchronous session (group viewing 

with possible bandwidth issues)
• Do not record the video and include it in a recorded lecture 

(breaking a digital lock and not permitted under the licence)

Use openly available videos that are legally posted.

Personal streaming video services are limited to personal use 
and are not available to all users, so avoid relying on those 
services. They can’t be shared in the classroom (in person or 
online), and not everyone would have individual access.



Two YouTube videos: Which one is legally posted, and which one is not? 
What clues informed your answer?

Severe Weather Report, 9 GC News Climate Change to Bring Extreme Weather Conditions,
9 New Australia

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PhcTY9LR7AA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnuRT2qkATE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnuRT2qkATE


How you share recorded lectures or slides will 
differ whether you are sharing them only to an 
Ontario Tech audience within a secured LMS 
(Canvas), or posting/uploading them to public sites 
(e.g. YouTube, SlideShare).

When posting/uploading content publicly, make 
sure not to include copyright protected works 
where fair dealing was applied for use (aside from 
images). When posting publicly the audience 
extends beyond Ontario Tech, so fair dealing and 
educational exceptions from the Copyright Act do 
not apply because the audience is different.

Recorded Lectures and Slides
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Canvas
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Publishing

Photo by Stas Knop from Pexels

https://www.pexels.com/photo/white-book-in-white-table-near-yellow-wall-3760323/


Open Access

Open access publishing – the free availability of publications, 
without cost or most licensing restrictions – advances knowledge in 
society and is a requirement of some funding agencies. 
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Tri-Agency 
Open Access 
Policy on 
Publications

https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_F6765465.html
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_F6765465.html
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_F6765465.html
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_F6765465.html


Open Access 

We provide support in a number of ways:

• Guidance on open access models, including archiving versions of 
your publications in institutional or subject repositories

• Information and tools related to author rights and 
publisher/journal copyright policies

• Managing Ontario Tech’s institutional repository, e-Scholar

21



Open Access Guide 
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https://guides.library.ontariotechu.ca/openaccess


e-Scholar: Ontario Tech’s Institutional Repository
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https://ir.library.dc-uoit.ca/


Open Access 

• Memberships and subscriptions that provide discounts on Author 
Processing Charges (APCs) 
– Selected journals from: American Chemical Society, Cambridge 

University Press, Canadian Science Publishing, Elsevier ScienceDirect, 
MDPI, PLoS Medicine, SAGE, SPIE, Taylor & Francis
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https://guides.library.ontariotechu.ca/openaccess/APC
https://guides.library.ontariotechu.ca/openaccess/APC


Predatory Publishing

• Guidance and 
tools to evaluate 
journals and avoid 
predatory 
publishers 
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Predatory Publishing Guide 

https://guides.library.ontariotechu.ca/predatory-publishing/home


Journal Hosting 

The Library provides an open access journal hosting service through 
the OJS (Open Journal System) platform.
Journals @ Ontario Tech
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• Critical Studies: An International 
and Interdisciplinary Journal

• Journal of Digital Life and 
Learning

• Journal of Educational Informatics

https://guides.library.ontariotechu.ca/openaccess/journalpublishing
https://ojs.scholarsportal.info/ontariotechu/


Open Educational Resources 
Along with other departments and groups on campus, the 
Library provides support to faculty using and creating OERs. 
We help faculty:

• Find OERs, including open textbooks, for specific subject 
and topics

• Follow license terms and copyright guidelines when using 
others’ work, including proper attribution 
(copyright@ontariotechu.ca) 

• Share your own work using open licenses
• We also support the Pressbooks platform’s single sign on 

at Ontario Tech. 
→ Access your Pressbooks account using the
Institutional Login 
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Image by Giulia Forsyth, CC BY.

mailto:copyright@ontariotechu.ca
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/wp/wp-login.php
https://brocku.ca/library/oer/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/


Research Metrics 

We provide research metrics tools 
and support to help you capture 
your research impact.

Research Metrics Guide 
• Article, author, journal and 

institutional metrics
• Altmetrics 
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https://guides.library.ontariotechu.ca/researchmetrics


Research Metrics 

Tools include:
• Web of Science, Scopus and Google Scholar to track 

article and author citations 
• Journal Citation Reports to identify top ranked journals 

(by impact factor) within subject categories 
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http://uproxy.library.dc-uoit.ca/login?url=http://www.webofknowledge.com
http://uproxy.library.dc-uoit.ca/login?url=http://www.scopus.com/
http://uproxy.library.dc-uoit.ca/login?url=http://jcr.clarivate.com
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Research 
Data 

Management

Photo by ThisisEngineering RAEng on Unsplash 

https://unsplash.com/@thisisengineering?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/research-data?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


Research Data Management 

Proper research data management is key for many reasons 
from fulfilling funding agency requirements to helping you to 
find your files when you need them. 

The Library can help support your research data 
management needs in variety of ways. 
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The Library and Research Data Management

The library can help you:

● Find existing research data

● Understand the data management requirements of different funding 
agencies

● Create a data management plan

● Choose an appropriate repository for your data

● Understand best practices for disseminating and archiving your data
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Research Data Management Guide 

This guide is a key 
resource for 
information on how to 
find, plan, and share 
your research data. 
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Repositories

The Library can also help you find an appropriate  
repository for your academic output. 

eScholar, Ontario Tech’s institutional repository, collects, 
preserves, and showcases the academic work of the 
university. 

Librarians can also assist you in selecting a subject specific 
repository for your research work and data. 
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Dataverse

Dataverse is a free and secure data repository that supports 
the deposit and sharing of Ontario Tech University research 
data. Files are held on Canadian servers. 

As a researcher you can choose to make the content you 
upload available to the public, to specific individuals or 
collaborators, or to keep it locked.
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Research Data Management Plans

A data management plan (DMP) is a document that 
describes the data that will be collected throughout a 
project, and how the data will be organized, stored, and 
shared.

Librarians can help guide you through DMP tools and 
provide subject specific sample DMP. 
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Research Consultations 

Book an online appointment with 
your Subject Librarian to discuss 
any of the services and supports 
we have outlined in this 
presentation. 

Subject Librarians
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https://ontariotechu.ca/sites/library/about/subject-librarians.php


Questions and Contact

Subject Librarians
library@ontariotechu.ca 

Copyright Questions
copyright@ontariotechu.ca

Data Questions
library.data@ontariotechu.ca

38ontariotechu.ca

Email image: Email by popcornarts from the Noun Project
Chat image: chat by scott desmond from the Noun Project
Appointment image: appointment by Nhor from the Noun Project
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